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Visit our web site at www.vmaa.com.au

President’s Christmas Message
As we come to the end of 2019, I hope everyone has had a productive
aeromodelling year, whether that was finally getting that new
model into the air, mastering some new pursuit or simply getting
out on the flying field with that friend we had not seen for ages.
The VMAA Executive has continued to work on getting better
processes in place to help clubs in their operations; getting Area Approvals approved through
CASA has been a huge effort (many thanks are due to our Secretary Joe!) but we're also trying to
make other day-to-day things easier for clubs, including hosting local displays and come-and-try
days.
I hope everyone has a great Christmas and New Year period, enjoying any holidays or just time
with families, and I wish you all a safe and exciting 2020.
Reeve Marsh
President, Victorian Model Aeronautical Association

Remember to keep safe over the Christmas and New Year holiday period; fire ban days
are not flying days and it's a good idea to use an app such as Emergency+ on your
mobile phone to ensure you can give exact locations to emergency services if required.
Slip, slop and slap when going out to the field
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Moving forward….December 2019

VMAA Secretary

As the year comes to an end and another Christmas is upon us, it is a good time to look back
to
what has been accomplished over the past 12 months. From the VMAA point of view, we are moving
forward in refreshing our policies to ensure the services provided can be the best it can. No doubt, the
area approvals have taken the most time with CASA looking to ensure the airspace is safe for all uses.
I know this can be seen as over the top as many clubs have mentioned: “but we have done this for so
many years”. Yes, I am sure all clubs can say that and have done so safely and without incident. However, we have more people and aircraft
using the airspace these days than ever before. More GA aircraft, commercial drones and air travel all have an impact on what we do. We
can either fight the change or manage it as best we can and provide what CASA needs.
The MAAA has worked hard with CASA and is constantly in discussion to ensure not only the Association is complying with new
regulations and procedures, but ensuring CASA hear our voice. We have good safety record, training framework and structure that has been
put in place to operate model aircraft of all types in a controlled and approved environment. We are lucky our control measures and policies
allow us to operate as we do. Many countries restrict the pleasure of flying model aircraft for all the wrong reasons.
Since the last bulletin, several clubs have completed a “Try and Fly day” — an important event to promote the sport and introduce
new blood into the realm of modelling. The VMAA has supported clubs and will continue to do so in the promotion of our fantastic sport.
Support comes in various means but financial assistance of up to $500 is available. We are also developing new flyers so clubs have the
information they can give out in regards to the Association. There are a few clubs that are in the process of either holding or organising a Try
and Fly day for the new year. Well done
General Communications
If you require information or have a general query, your first port of call is at the state level by contacting the VMAA Secretary.
Most of the time the query can be answered and normally an answer is provided within 24 to 48 hours of the request/query. If I cannot answer
your query, then I will discuss the issue with the MAAA and get back to you.
Insurance Top Up and Communications
Be aware; the MAAA policies has provisioned the establishment for a $10,000 coverage ($2000 excess applicable) top-up to assist
clubs. Together with this policy, all clubs have the option to take out top-up insurance to provide for the full value of their equipment etc.
The cost of the top-up insurance for clubs will be extremely competitive with several policies established by clubs. The policy has
been significantly better than their previous policies which in turn reduces cost. For any club that is interested and wishes to top-up their
insurance for property coverage. Please click here to download and view the insurance top-up form
Insurance Claims and Communications
If you are submitting an insurance claim or any communications regarding a claim, the Federal Secretary is the person. If you need
additional information on insurance, please click on the following link. https://www.maaa.asn.au/club-support/insurance-support
If your query is general, please contact the VMAA Secretary in the first instance.
CASA Communications
Clubs are requested not to contact CASA direct. The MAAA holds the ARN with CASA. All clubs should direct any CASA enquiries to the VMAA Secretary in the first instance. If your query can not be answered at State level, the VMAA Secretary will communicate
with the Federal Secretary.
Sate Heavy Model Inspector (SHMI) New Position.
The VMAA in its quest to improve and provide an effective service to all clubs/SIGs, we have identified the need to have an overall
position to manage the applications of Heavy Model Inspectors in all categories. The intent is to process all requests through the VMAA,
which initiates the first review of the application. If the application does not comply or does not have sufficient information in regards to the
pilot’s resume, then it will be rejected. A check to determine how many HMI the club has is conducted as part of the process.
The SHMI will arrange for an assessment to be conducted and determine if the HM inspector is suitable within the requested category. Once satisfied, the application will be sent back to the VMAA with a recommendation of whether the application will continue to
be processed. The MOPs governing HM inspectors are under review along with several others. The MAAA and VMAA will communicate
notifications of which MOPs have a change in due course.
All clubs need to understand; HM inspector is an appointment based on the need of the club. The common approach is two HM
inspectors, based on category, is sufficient. However additional HM inspectors can be appointed based on justification by the club in writing.
We have reached Summer with the weather being very hot at times, even though it may have started late. How thoughts also go
out to all the firefighters and volunteers tackling the multitude of fires around Australia, especially those families that have lost loved ones,
animals and property. It is devastating and life-changing. We all know Australia is prone to fires but I think this time round they have hit with
a vengeance.
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VMAA Calendar
If you have an event or display, please send it in and it will be added to the VMAA Calendar located on the VMAA website. Click
here to see all the events so far. The intent of the calendar is to provide a avenue for Members to not only see what is happening around our
great Association, but to try and not compete with each other. If you live at each end of the state then the issue is really muted. Clubs that are
close to each other or are holding similar events are not doing each other any favours. Use the calendar to your advantage and plan well ahead.
I hope you enjoy the bulletin and if you have an article, photos or would like to promote an event, please send it in. From the VMAA
President Reeve Marsh and Committee, we wish you all a Merry Christmas and safe festive season. May Santa bring you the next project on
the building board or just clear sailing for your next flight.
Until next time, fly safe and enjoy our fantastic sport.
Joe Finocchiaro
VMAA Secretary
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Very Special Kids family day at WesternPort
Model Aircraft Club 27/10/2019
Article by: Garry Zerbe

Westernport MAC recently hosted a day for the local Very Special Kids group, giving the children, their
families and carers a chance at a different outside activity. Club members were displaying a variety of models for
entertainment, a couple of simulators were set up to let everyone have a go, and a training model on a buddy-box
system was also available for the full experience. The simulators were a great hit and were in constant use. A basic
lunch was provided to make the day complete. There was some pretty good flying; Brian Johnson gave some aweinspiring helicopter antics while Daniel and Andrew Arapakis put the FAI racer through several ear-splitting flights.
The trainer model (affectionately called “Garfield”) got a good work-out on the buddy-box system, giving
many of the kids a “hands-on” experience of R/C.
A special thanks to Heidi Barber from VSK operations for carrying out all the behind the scenes work putting
together the necessary stuff to make it all work.
Well done to WPMAC in running the event and bringing some fun and something different. Events like this go a
long way to promoting our sport and at the same time, helping the community. Great job.
Ed

The VSK are having a great time with the
simulator, but being out on the flight line makes
it all worth while.
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IMAC at EMMAC
8 to 10 November 2019
Report by; Fred West
The Secretary of the EMMAC, Fred West sent a brief report on the event held at the club
in November. Even though the weather was not at its best, the event went ahead. The
field was well prepared and ready for use. The open space makes the field suitable for
different types of events, and IMAC is no exception.
Despite the cold and windy conditions, the IMAC boys had a great weekend flying
various size models, in various flight categories. A great way to use your skills or pushing
yourself to the next level, it is all about having fun with a bit of competition along the
way.
The club does have a few juniors with one of the young stars had a go in his first event
in IMAC. When all competition was said and done, Brad achieved a second in beginner
class with a score well over 70%. Great effort.
We hope the IMAC group returns to enjoy another weekend at EMMAC State Field.

Brad Worm (age 14) came second in his
first IMAC event. Well done

A good turn up even though the weather was bit cold and windy. Some great flights were presented during the competition.
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Education Report
December 2019
This year has seen an emphasis on educating our air leagues, which has allowed us
to work more with the younger generation. These cadets in the main are already interested in
aviation so this certainly helps our objectives. On this occasion we have been able, in small
ways, to enlighten some of the leaders regarding RC model flight characteristics and the minor
differences between model flight and full sized aviation.
`The Doncaster air league which is now amalgamated with the Mill Park air league,
whom we have worked with before have been keen to have us provide plans, materials and
know how so that their league can enter a national chuck glider competition. This will be held
by their national body. It was made possible through the efforts of Graeme Dyer, President of
the Greensborough model aircraft club (GMAC), who co-ordinated the whole thing though
his connections with the air league leaders. He sourced a plan, some materials and put in place
a schedule to work with and around normal air league operations. This gave us a number of
evenings to complete the models but everything had to be made from scratch, which did provide
its own challenge, as none of the cadets had built a model before.
The building instruction team was made up from the well known firm of solicitors Dyer
Nichols MacDonald and Stanfield, that being Graeme David, Lindsay and Greg. Four evenings
later we had around twelve completed chuck gliders ready for a quick test fly. They were only
allowed one or two launches each so as to avoid possible damage. All the cadets were justifiably pleased with their efforts so we celebrated
by letting them throw Spitfire chuck gliders around, and a good time was had by all.
There are other activities going on around the state as well and we are always willing to lend a hand whenever we can.
The Model Train and Hobby Show at Sandown racecourse is coming up soon in the new year and the VMAA will be there to promote
model flight and provide an air show. Last year we used a system which was designed to offer anybody who showed interest a chance to have
a trial flight (Try fly day). It worked quite well and we did get a reasonable response, so to that end we will be attempting to improve the
operation for this show.
We have looked at the demographic from last year and find that most of the people we talked to who attend the show seem to come
from the south eastern suburbs. With this in mind we intend to contact those surrounding clubs to see if they would like to participate at the
show, hold buddy box training sessions and potentially increase their membership. The VMAA has trainer aircraft on buddy boxes with mode
one and two capability and these can be made available as required. Just ask. Some clubs have already held Tri Fly days and we would like
to see more of this type of activity. Please remember we are here to help.
Have a good
Christmas and try to get
the new year off to a
flying start. Hope to see
you out there.
Good flying.
David Nichols,
VMAA Education
Officer.
0417 547 040
davidnichols2736@
gmail.com
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VMAA Video Library December 2019 Update.
Effective Immediately the VMAA has dropped the $10 Entry Fee for joining the Library. You can now join for FREE. To join
please contact the VMAA Librarian at videolibrarian@vmaa.com.au and ask for a joining form and list of DVDs available.
The V.M.A.A. has a very extensive DVD Library. It contains over 1,300 titles covering models and full size aircraft as well as
aviation movies. There are many excellent instructional DVD that provide you with excellent information that will assist you in this great
sport. There are also lots of titles covering many of the big model shows and competitions from all over the world as well as a huge selection
of full size aircraft documentaries. You are really missing out on something if you are not a member of the library. It only costs $6-00, which
includes the return postage, for 4 DVDs.

The video library is a great resource, if you are not using it, then why not. You get 4 DVD’s delivered to your
house for only $6-00. This includes the return postage.

Attention New Members

The Library has lots of Training/Information type DVDs available and these are extremely informative and will greatly assist you in both
building and flying model aircraft. In particularly the Dave Platt series of videos in the 5000 series are extremely informative and will help
improve the modelers’ skills, even those who have been building models for a long time.
Why not send an e-mail to the DVD Librarian and request him to send you the full list of DVDs available or click on th elink below

Do not delay, do it now.
Contact the VMAA Librarian, videolibrarian@vmaa.com.au, now for information about the library; you will be amazed at the huge selection
of titles available. The Library has over 200 Instructional DVDs in its collection showing you how to do all sorts of things pertaining to model
building. So why not click on the link below to see all of the tiitles available.

Please click here to see the full DVD listing.
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Swap Meet
Everything R/c
BAIRNSDALE

9 February 2020
th

Gate opens at 0800

For Details—See page two

EVERY

Radio Control
Discipline.

This will be a flying day for
licensed visiting pilots.
Open for the public to view and
purchase from stalls.
Top catering on-site with food
and drinks for purchase.

1125 Bengworden Rd
Goon Nure VIC.
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Bairnsdale and District Model Aero Club
Everything RC Swap Meet
Date 9th February 2020

www.badmac.org.au

Selling can be conducted in any Radio Control Discipline – ie, Aeroplanes,
Boats, Cars, Heli's, Drones etc.
BADMAC is located at –1125 Bengworden Rd, Goon Nure.

Gate opens at 08:00am

Selling can be conducted from One Table or the back of One vehicle or Trailer.
Bring your own table please.
Site must be pre-booked so that the layout can be planned properly.
If selling from a Table a location at BADMAC will be allocated to you.
If selling from a Car/Van or Trailer a location will be allocated to you by the
BADMAC Event Organiser.
Please pre book your site - contact the BADMAC Treasurer or Secretary at treasurer@badmac.org.au -- secretary@badmac.org.au
Payment can be made direct to BADMAC bank account Bairnsdale and District Model Aero Club BSB
- 633108
Account Number - 101265866
Your name in the "Ref" field please.
Charges for the Day –
Cost per allocated site - $ 10.00 per Table/Van/ Car or Trailer.
If weather should cause the event to not go ahead, deposits will be refunded.
This will be a flying day and visiting pilots must have a current MAAA
accredited licence and are welcome to bring models to fly. The event will also
be a public day with the opportunity for the public to view and purchase from
stalls.
Onsite catering will operate with food and drinks available for purchase from
mid-morning.
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I SOAR COBRAM
12TH ANNUAL AEROTOW EVENT
By Daryl Doyal

Well the weekend started with a gusty wet Friday night with the usual faces rolling
into the field from lunch time till well after supper. Filling the car park and pit area
with the prospects of lots of beautiful aircraft being flown over the weekend. Saturday
morning woke us with rain falling which hung around till late afternoon which slow us
all down a little , but the time was used for good conversation and setting up models
. A few brave souls competed in a bit of smitty spitty combat (foam combat spitfires)

and a few flights with some nitro slimers in the breezy conditions. As the day came to
and end lots of happy pilot lined up for a roast chicken dinner and veggies followed
by a huge passion fruit sponge for dessert. Finally Sunday we had the break we
were all waiting for, the day was overcast but light winds straight down the strip and
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beautiful smooth air above for what we all came for , aerotow !. Gary Ryan maiden
his new Olympia 2b and his 1/3 scale Woodstock, which flew very well.

Davey bell as had the opportunity to maiden his Phoenix ASK21 6m with his up and
go unit,

with lots of other flying happing throughout the day, many flights kept the tow pilots
busy ,

As evening fell some entertainment by Col Collier and his control line fleet was
engaged putting on a great show slow line aerobatics. Very entertaining I must say.
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Pastries and hotdogs were put on by the amazing MMAC committee members for
lunch during the break in flying festivity’s then we all return to the flight line for
another great afternoon session. Monday was a very similar day with wind straight
down the strip and some wonderful flying conditions, Dale Nicholls got to maiden a
new build of his that he has been working on for three years a beautiful vintage
Spatz ( he just won’t sell it to me

)

and jimmy houdalakis flew his enormous arcus all 8+ metres of her like the pro that
he is , always beautiful to watch,
Paul Richardson entertained us with a fantastic flying display of his asw26 two
seater with low level loops and low banked passes across the strip.
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Then on Tuesday ( was there a horse race somewhere) we were all greeted with
beautiful blue sky’s and a gentle breeze to which we all took to the sky’s as soon as
the tugs where started.

Themals where everywhere and everybody enjoying long numerous flights, then the
sad part of the weekend with the reality of having to go back to work set in and the

packing up. The weekend was fantastic with lots of flying , laughs , great
conversation and amazing facilities that where enjoyed by everyone. Big thank you
to all of the people behind the scenes that make these weekend so good and
successful.

Roll on I SOAR COBRAM 2020
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Warrnambool Model Aircraft Club
Fun-Fly Weekend
Sat/Sun 21st and 22nd March 2020

We have smooth grass runways 200ft long suitable for all
types of models, large or small.
All modellers and model types most welcome.
Free camping is available at the field with hot showers.
Food and drinks will be available at the field.
$5 entry for pilots which gives you a ticket in the club
raffle. Public entry will be by gold coin donation.
The field is located at 330 Officers Lane Koroit.

Join the Western Port Model Aircraft Club and other clubs
demonstrating different types of Radio Control models, with WORLD
CLASS pilots strutting their stuff! Planes, Boats, Tanks, Cars, as well as
other local hobby groups, & the Scouts.
Several hobby retailers will also be show-casing their merchandise
Food & Drinks available.
360 The Esplanade, Crib Point. 3919 - Mel Ref: 165/C9
www.wpmac.com.au
See previous event - YouTube - Wings over Western Port 2018

If you would like to arrive on the Friday that is no problem but please let us
know so we can have the field open for you.
Contact Sec: Rod Mitchell 0423 964 781
Pres: Harry Knights 0429 848 461

This community event is proudly sponsored by:
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Wing Processed for October to December 2019
Aus #
85726
20642
85483
83550
87164
87071
33060
87071
60864
38796

Surname
Barker
Ventevogel
Avery
Law
Mehegan
Murtaza
Richardson
Murtaza
Young
Johnson

First Name
Adam
Simon
Geoff
Allan
Guy
Hassan
Peter
Hassan
Allan
Brian

Club
P&DARCS
P&DARCS
SADAC
SADAC
P&DARCS
GMAC
SADAC
GMAC
VARMS
MelbHeli

Rating
Gold Power
Gold Power
Silver Power
Silver Power
Silver Power
Bronze Power
Bronze Power
Bronze Glider
Bronze Glider
Gold Heli

ALL completed wing assessment and requests need to be sent to
SFI@Vmaa.com.au
and no where else. Long delays can occur (3-4 months) due to the requests
being sent to the wrong email address or person.
MAAA Instructor Refresher Courses
Instructor refresher courses are under way with four course completed.
Next course will be held at P&DARCS on Saturday, 18 January 2020 and
VARMS on Saturday, 15 February 2020. Country courses are being planned to
be held a various locatioins if suffient students are availalbe.
It is up to each individual instructor to contact the SFI and let him know
of your availability for a particular course.
Course start time is 8:30 for 9:00 am start. The course is only one day in
duration and completed indoors. Places are closing fast so if you wish to attend
let the SFI know. Other courses will be organised and Club Secretaries will be
notified.
The course is held over one day. All
instructors that wish to maintain their instructor
rating must complete the course by 30 June 2020.
Any concerns, please contact the SFI.
Thank you,
VMAA SFI
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MAAA Latest
Newsletters
The MAAA Newsletter brings
you information on a number of areas
at the National level. This includes
reports from the Committee and
contact details, Manual of Procedure
(MOPS), National and International
Events Competition dates and reports
on such events.

VMAA Committee
Members
2018/2019

- President
- Ph: 0435 891 258
president@vmaa.com.au
		
Jon Goudge
- Vice President
- VicePres@vmaa.com.au
		
Joe Finocchiaro
- Secretary & Public Officer
Postal Address
- PO Box 854
		 Bacchus Marsh 3340
		 Ph: 0418 878 168
		
secretary@vmaa.com.au
Reeve Marsh

Arthur Babis

- Treasurer
- treasurer@vmaa.com.au

- VMAA Registrar
- PO Box 55
		 Grantville Vic 3984
- Ph: 0478 084 911
		
registrar@vmaa.com.au
Paul Webber

Click MAAA Newsletter to have a read.

- VMAA CD & Bulletin Editor
- contestdirector@vmaa.com.au
- Ph: 0418 878 168
		
Joe Finocchiaro

Contact the CD to submit Calendar of Event dates.

From the VMAA Contest Director

To all Club Secretaries and SIG Groups. If you
wish to have your event advertised, please send
an email with your associated flyer to
contestdirector@vmaa.com.au
The Calender is updated on a regular basis and
provides a heads up on what is happening around
our great Association.
Were possible, your flyer will be placed on the
monthly bulletin to get the word out. As always,
the ones that get their dates organised and
uploaded will hopefully get the best response..

Geoff Herbert

- State Flying Instructor
- sfi@vmaa.com.au

Brian Dowie

- Committee Member
- Ph: 0402 918 916
- cm1@vmaa.com.au

Mark Sills

- Committee Member
- Ph: 95619097
- cm2@vmaa.com.au

- Education Officer
- Ph: 9752 5830
- Ph: 0417 547 040
		
education@vmaa.com.au
David Nichols

Contact Dave to organise a presentation on aero
modelling. Scouts, Cadet, School Group, general interest
in aviation.
All welcome.

Ivan Chiselett

-DVD Librarian
-Ph: 9898 4379
videolibrarian@vmaa.com.au

The VMAA DVD Library has the best collections
of aircraft stories, modelling building and building
techniques.
Meetings held 2nd Thursday of each month, except for
January at VARMS Clubrooms
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